We introduce generalized notions of low and high complexity classes and study their relation to structural questions concerning bounded probabilistic polynomial-time complexity classes. We show, for example, that for a bounded probabilistic polynomial-time complexity class c~= BPX~, LC~ = Hog implies that the polynomial.hierarchy collapses to ca. This extends SchSning's result for ca = Y-~ (Leg and Hog are the low and high sets defined by ~g). We also show, with one exception, that containment relations between the bounded probabilistic classes and the polynomial hierarchy are preserved by their low and high counterparts. LBPP and LBPNP are characterized as NP n BPP and NP n co-BPNP, respectively. These characterizations are then used to recover Boppana, Hastad, and Zachos's result that if eo-NP c BPNP, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to BPNP, and Ko's result that if NP c BPP, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to BPP.
Introduction
A bounded probabilistic computation is one which incorporates randomness and in which the probability of rejection is either very small or very large. These classes can be defined in terms of sequences of existential, probabilistic, and universal quantifiers, or by interactive games. Examples of such classes include BPP, originally defined by Gill [4] , the various forms of Arthur-Merlin combinatorial game classes, defined by Babai [1] , the interactive proof systems, defined by Goldwasser et al. [5] , BPNP, defined by Schrning [12] , [13] and, more generally, the probabilistic complexity classes defined by sensible pairs of sequences of quantifiers, defined by Hinman and Zachos [7] .
Many identities are known for these classes. All the classes defined by finitely many existential, bounded probabilistic, and universal quantifiers are in the bounded probabilistic polynomial-time hierarchy, {BP~, BPII~, k = O, 1,...}. It was shown in [7] that they are in the polynomial hierarchy, PH: for k> 1, P P BP~,k c IIg+~. On the other hand, the class AM(poly), consisting of languages recognized by Arthur-Merlin games with polynomially many rounds, is not known to contain or be contained in the polynomial hierarchy, PH. Fortnow and Sipser [3] have found an oracle relative to which co-NP ~: AM(poly). We show that if co-NPc_ AM(poly), then PH~AM(poly), and this relativizes. Thus Fortnow and Sipser's result is equivalent to PH ~ AM(poly) relative to some oracle.
A major outstanding problem of complexity theory is whether the polynomial hierarchy collapses, and, if so, to what level. Much work has been done attempting to relate the collapse of the polynomial hierarchy to other structural phenomena. Sch/Jning [10] defined two hierarchies of complexity classes---the low and high hierarchies {L~} and {HkP}mlying inside NP. He went on to show that the polynomial hierarchy collapses to the kth level if and only if Lk e c~ H~" # O if and only if L~=H~. It was shown independently in [11] , [6] , and [2] that NPc~ co-BPNP c L~, and graph isomorphism is in co.BPNP. It follows that if graph isomorphism is NP-complete, then the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses to Y-~. It can also be proved using the result of Boppana et al. [2] that if co-NP is contained in BPNP, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to BPNP. Also, Ko [8] showed that if NP is contained in BPP, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to BPP. This paper extends Sch/Sning lowness and highness techniques to the bounded probabilistic polynomial complexity classes. In Section 3 we extend the definitions of lowness and highness to any complexity class for which we have a reasonable notion of extension by oracles. For each such ~g, this gives classes L~g and H~. We show (with two exceptions) that the inclusions among the bounded probabilistic polynomial classes carry over to their low and high counterparts, and that PH collapses to BP~ if and only if LBP~ c~ HBP~ ~ 0 if and only if LBP~ = HBtX¢. We characterize LBPP as NP c~ BPP, LBPNP as NP c~ co-BPNP, and LAM(poly) as NPc~co-AM(poly). These characterizations are then used to prove the hierarchy collapsing results mentioned above.
Bounded Probabilistic Classes
Definition 1. Let c~ be any complexity class. Then L~ B/X¢, if and only if there is a language KeC~ and polynomials p(n) and q(n)>l such that x e L implies Prob{y J JyJ=p(IxJ) ^ ( x,y) e K } > l-2-q~l~l~, and x ~ L implies Prob(y IlYl --p(lxl) ^ (x, y) ~ K) < 2 -~l~j).
More generally, we can consider complexity classes defined by sequences of quantifiers. We use a notation due to Hinman and Zachos [7] . All quantifiers in this paper will be 3, V, or 3 +, where 3+T(x,y) means there are polynomials p(n), q(n)->2 such that, for every x, Prob{y, JyJ=p(Jxl)JT(x,y))>2-~¢lxl). In general, quantifiers are assumed to have a range bounded polynomially in the length of the input. Note that many of the definitions here also make sense for the quantifier ~R, meaning "at least 50 percent." Definition 2 (Zachos). We also write (Q/Q') for (Q/Q')P (where P is the class of polynomialtime computable languages). 
(3+3/3+V)=BPNP=AM (the Arthur-Merlin games, defined originally by
Bahai [ 1 ] ; this equality was proved by Hinman and Zachos [7] ), (:t::I+/V ::l÷) = MA (the Merlin-Arthur games, also defined in [1] , the equality proved in [7] ),
The composition of two quantifier pairs is not, a priori, a quantifier pair. We do, however, have an inclusion in one direction: 
(33+/V3 +) = (3V/V3+).

For any quantifier Q, (V/ Q) c_ (3+/Q) c_ (3/Q) (where we treat pairs that
are not sensible as defining empty classes).
Low and High Classes
In this section we generalize the definitions of low and high complexity classes given by Sch/Sning [10] . These classes provide a tool for studying the relationships among complexity classes in the polynomial hierarchy, PH. Schfning [10] has shown that the separation properties of certain classes in PH are reflected in separation properties of the low classes in NP.
We define notions of lowness and highness relative to complexity classes for which there is a reasonable notion of extendibility by adding oracles. This includes, for example, all complexity classes defined by Turing machines with some restrictions on computation paths (e.g., certain numbers of paths accept for input in the given language, or paths below a certain point in the computation tree are polynomial-time computable). We do not have an axiomatic notion of extension of complexity classes by oracles. This is natural since oracles really extend the machines models underlying complexity classes. When discussing extensions by oracles we should define the extension of machine models by oracles, since different machine models for a given class may give different notions of oracle. For example, if P = NP, then deterministic and nondeterministic polynomial-time bounded Turing machines are machine models for the same class. But it is well known that there are oracles A such that pA # NpA, that is, the two machine models give different notions of oracle.
However, at the very least, for a complexity class ~ containing P to be extendable by oracles we should have, for every language A, a complexity class c~a such that 
co-(qe
It follows from condition 2 that c~a= c~g. We do not explore further here the question of axioms for oracles, but note that this is an interesting topic. Definition 4. Let W be a complexity class with a notion of extension by oracle. Let A be a language in NP. Then A will be said to be low-CO (resp., high-C~) if (~A = ~ (resp., c~a = c~sar). We denote by LC~ (resp., HC~) the set of languages which are low-C~ (resp., high-C~).
For c~ = ~ or II~, i = 0, 1,..., this definition gives the low and high classes LiP and H~ as defined by SchSning [10] . We are particularly interested in the classes LBPE~ and HBP~,~, i = 0, 1,..., defined by the bounded probabilistic complexity classes BPY.~. For any class ~¢ for which ~A is defined for every language A, we define (BP~) a = BP(~A). More generally, if (Q/Q') is a sensible pair of quantifier sequences, we define ((Q/Q') c¢)a = (Q/Q,)(~gA). In every case in which a quantifier class corresponds to a classical complexity class, this definition is consistent with the traditional definition or oracles. In general, we have an inclusion for low sets, but no characterization. In special cases, however, the inclusion becomes an equality. [] Recall that AM(poly) is the set of languages recognized by Arthur-Merlin games with polynomially many rounds. This class is known to lie in a class defined by a generalization of quantifier classes, in which the number of quantifiers applied to a predicate is a polynomial in the length of the input, and, in this case, the quantifiers alternate between 3 + and 3. We next characterize LAM(poly), LBPNP, and LBPP. Proposition 1. Proof. 1. By [15] .
2. Let L ~ BPNP BvNP .... svNv be recognized by a BPNP oracle machine M with a BPNP c~ co-BPNP oracle. We can guess the results of all queries and merge the guessing stage with the existential quantifier of M. Thus L is recognized by a BPNP oracle machine which, for each computation path, makes a query to a language in BPNP and a query to a language in co-BPNP, accepting only if the result of the first (positive) query response is accept and the result of the second (negative) is reject. A negative query to a language in co-BPNP is the same as a positive query to a language in BPNP, and, by the robustness of BPNP, two positive queries to a BPNP language can be replaced by one query to a (possibly different) BPNP language. Thus L~(3+3/3+V)(3+3/3+W)= (3+3/3+Y) = BPNP.
3. As in case 2, if LEAM(poly) c°'AM<p°my)~Nv, then L is recognized by an AM(poly) oracle machine that makes one positive query to another AM(poly) language. We can define a single AM(poly)-like machine that simulates the oracle machine, but now acceptance is defined by separate probabilities over two random sequences. The errors can be reduced sufficiently using polynomially many trials and majority vote, and then the two random strings can be combined, increasing the errors again, and resulting in an AM(poly) machine recognizing the original language.
[] We next show, with the exception of one case, that the containment relationships that hold for the bounded probabilistic classes and PH hold for the low and high classes derived from them. Recall from [10] that, for k>-O, L~ ~_ Lk+t*" and P H~ G H~'+~. [] Figure 1 describes the inclusions known among the low classes. Replacing "'L'" by "H" in this figure gives the known inclusions among the high classes. Note that while NP ~_ MA, we have not been able to show that L~ c_ LMA. On the other hand, we view the inability to prove a containment between LBPP and L~ as a reflection of the inability to prove a containment between BPP and NP. More generally, given complexity classes ~ c_ ~, both extendable by oracles, the question arises whether L~ ~ L~ and HC£ ~ H~. The dependence of the above proofs on characteristics of the specific complexity classes involved makes these general inclusions seem unlikely. The possibility remains that axioms can be found that make these inclusions true, while still holding for all generally accepted notions of oracle.
Collapsing the Polynomial Hierarchy
SchSning [10] has shown that, for every k_> 0, if the polynomial hierarchy, PH, does not collapse to Z~, then L~" is disjoint from H~', and if the polynomial hierarchy collapses to Z~, then L~. = H~. We next extend these results to bounded probabilistic classes. Proposition 2. [] Babai [1] conjectured that AM(poly) in fact reduces to AM, but no proof is as yet known. Moreover, beyond the fact that AM c_ AM(poly), nothing is known about the relationship between AM(poly) and the polynomial-time hierarchy. Fortnow and Sipser [3] have conjectured that if eo-NP ~_ AM(poly), then the polynomial hierarchy collapses (actually, they were concerned with the related class IP(poly)).
We next use the results of the previous section to show that if co-NPc_ AM(poly), then PH ~ AM(poly). We also recover results of Ko [8] and of Boppana et al. [2] on the collapse of the polynomial hierarchy to BPP and BPNP. [] For a concrete example of the significance of this result, recall the problem GRAPH ISO of determining whether two graphs are isomorphic. This problem is known to be in NP, but it is an open problem whether it is NP-complete. It has been shown [11] that GRAPH ISO~co-BPNP. It follows from Theorem 2 and Proposition 2 that if GRAPH ISO is in HBPNP (which holds, for example, if GRAPH ISO is NP-complete), then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to BPNP.
Questions
We have characterized LBPP, LBPNP, and LAM(poly) in terms similar to the characterizations of L~ and L~'--in all these cases, Leg = co-~ c~ NP. Unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses, this pattern will not persist at or above c¢ = 5~, for then the intersection would give NP, which includes HOg. It is not known, however, whether LMA = co-MAn NP. The reduction of oracle queries to a single positive and a single negative query is not adequate here, since the inner quantifier pair in MA is (3+/3÷).
More generally, we would like characterizations of the remaining low and high sets. High sets appear harder to characterize. The known results depend on the existence of complete sets of various types. It may be necessary to invent probabilistic reducibilities in order to characterize high bounded probabilistic sets.
With or without such a characterization, we conjecture that if co-NP is a subset of MA, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to MA. We would like to see a more universal result that implies all such collapsing conditions.
Finally, we would like to apply these techniques to other classes in the polynomial hierarchy, such as D e, h~', and ZPP~ By so doing, we would hope to gain insight into several questions raised by Zachos and Fiirer [14] concerning containment between these classes and the bounded probabilistic classes.
